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"In order to evolve, automakers will need to find their
space as a lifestyle brand and start marketing as such.
Regardless of gender, race, income or education level,

consumers view their relationship with brands very
differently as opposed to how they did years ago."
- Hannah Keshishian, Automotive Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Look to unconventional partnerships to tap into new markets
• Consumers are looking to deeply connect with brands

With the help of various media channels, brand perception has shifted over the years. Consumers no
longer see brands as all-knowing, they now have the opportunity to question them, mold them and
challenge them into what they feel the brand should be.

Auto brands are no exception to consumer feedback, especially given the investment required of any
vehicle purchase. Consumers are looking to connect with auto brands in ways they haven’t sought
previously; they’re looking for auto brands to fit into their chosen lifestyle. There has not been a better
time for the automotive industry to evolve from a conduit to final vehicle purchase to a lifestyle brand
that consumers will both emotionally and fiscally invest in.
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Figure 3: US auto sales by brand performance, May 2019
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GM and Michelin disrupt the tire market

The EV market is preparing to enter the truck segment
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GM and Michelin plan to bring airless tires to passenger cars by 2024

BMW introduces new Curved Display, soon other brands will follow

New automaker Rivian to step in to electric vehicle market
Figure 4: Rivian Twitter, June 2019

Consumers form brand perceptions with little influence from family or friends

“American made” no longer carries weight with consumers

According to consumers, auto brand perception overlaps by attribute

Female car buyers are more likely to show brand loyalty

Toyota needs to work on its presence as a technologically driven auto brand

Price remains most influential factor in brand perceptions, followed by previous experience
Figure 5: Top influential factors, April 2019

Recent vehicle experience more influential on brand purchase than ownership
Figure 6: Next vehicle brand consideration, by purchase intent, April 2019

Previous experience less influential for consumers about to purchase a vehicle
Figure 7: Previous experience as purchase influencer, by purchase intent, April 2019

Consumer perception less likely to be influenced by outside opinions
Figure 8: Family and friends brand influence, April 2019

Gas mileage more important when purchasing, not a significant factor in brand perception
Figure 9: Gas mileage as perception influence, April 2019

Older generations more likely to consider previous brand experience
Figure 10: Perception by previous brand experience, by generation, April 2019

Figure 11: Perception by previous brand experience, by age, April 2019

Consumers group brands by attributes
Figure 12: Correspondence Analysis – Symmetrical map – Brand perceptions, April 2019

Domestic brands perceived higher by younger generations
Figure 13: Auto brand attributes, by age, April 2019

Consumers view foreign brands as safer, higher quality and more affordable
Figure 14: Auto brand attributes, by foreign vs domestic, April 2019

Figure 15: Chevrolet Emoji Press Release, June 2015

Figure 16: Ford, Tough Has More Fun, March 2019

Figure 17: Rural brand attribute associations, April 2019

Toyota is still popular among consumers, but perceived as being technologically behind
Figure 18: Toyota brand attribute associations, April 2019

Figure 19: Toyota brand attribute associations, April 2019

What’s Next?

The Consumer – What You Need to Know

Influencing Brand Perceptions

Brand Perceptions
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Chevrolet is the most trusted brand by young consumers
Figure 20: Chevrolet brand attribute associations, by generation, April 2019

Kia unable to shed perception as a “budget” brand
Figure 21: Kia attribute associations, April 2019

Why do female consumers matter?

Women highly likely to consider safety as a top influencer, despite low ownership rates of advanced safety technology
Figure 22: Top brand perception influencer, by gender, April 2019

Figure 23: Autonomous vehicle technology ownership, by gender, April 2019

Women slightly more likely to be brand loyal
Figure 24: Attitudinal statements about car brands, by gender, April 2019

Figure 25: Equinox Gym x Athleta, Hosted Event, April 2019

Women view foreign auto brands as higher quality
Figure 26: Auto brand quality, by foreign or domestic automaker, April 2019

Figure 27: Auto brand quality, by foreign or domestic automaker, April 2019

Consumer survey data

Direct marketing creative

Abbreviations and terms

Abbreviations

Terms

Short-term consumers more likely to consider celebrity and influencer marketing
Figure 28: Celebrity and online influencer, by purchase intent brand perceptions, April 2019

Figure 29: Celebrity and online influencer, by millennial purchase intent brand perceptions, April 2019

Asian consumers are best target for brand conquesting
Figure 30: Consideration of multiple brands, by race, April 2019

Black consumers show high intent of buying American-made vehicles
Figure 31: Consideration of foreign or domestic automaker, by race, April 2019

Asian consumers believe that their car brand is a direct reflection of self
Figure 32: Self-perception of auto brands owned, April 2019

Black consumers perceive American-made vehicles to be of higher quality
Figure 33: Auto brand quality by foreign or domestic automaker, April 2019

What makes an automaker foreign as opposed to domestic?

Female Consumer Brand Perceptions

Appendix – Data Sources and Abbreviations

Appendix – The Consumer

Appendix – Foreign vs Domestic
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